We will meet again’ cuppa for a friend card - Print and assemble pack

We will meet again...

BREW CAN DO IT!

This could be the start of a brew-tiful friendship!

Nice tea meet you!

Designed by
www.ruralcoffeecaravan.org.uk
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We will meet again... cuppa for a friend card

cut out chosen greeting and stick here

Designed by www.ruralcoffeecaravan.org.uk
Cut around this tea-cup bowl shape and flaps, fold the flaps inwards and glue them to the printed and cut out card template, leaving the top of the tea-cup open.

Once the glue has dried and your card is assembled tuck your chosen tea-bag inside, pop in an envelope, and gift to a friend to enjoy til you can next share one together.

We’d love to see your results! Take a photo of your assembled card, or one you have received, and share your picture to the Rural Coffee Caravan Cascade of Kindness Facebook Group page!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/885597545214906/
Nice tea meet you!

BREW CAN DO IT!

We will meet again...

“Hello, is it tea you’re looking for?”

A cuppa for my ‘best-tea’...

This could be the start of a brew-tiful friendship!
We will meet again... cuppa for a friend card

cut out chosen greeting and stick here

design #3
Cut around this tea-cup bowl shape and flaps, fold the flaps inwards and glue them to the printed and cut out card on page one, leaving the top of the tea-cup open.

Once the glue has dried and your card is assembled tuck your chosen tea-bag inside, pop in an envelope, and gift to a friend to enjoy til you can next share one together.

We’d love to see your results! Take a photo of your assembled card, or one you have received, and share your picture to the Rural Coffee Caravan Cascade of Kindness Facebook Group page! https://www.facebook.com/groups/885597545214906/
Nice tea meet you!

BREW CAN DO IT!

We will meet again...

“Hello, is it tea you’re looking for?”

A cuppa for my ‘best-tea’...

This could be the start of a brew-tiful friendship!
We will meet again... cuppa for a friend card

cut out chosen greeting and stick here

design #4

Designed by www.ruralcoffeecaravan.org.uk
Cut around this tea-cup bowl shape and flaps, fold the flaps inwards and glue them to the printed and cut out card on page one, leaving the top of the tea-cup open.

Once the glue has dried and your card is assembled tuck your chosen tea-bag inside, pop in an envelope, and gift to a friend to enjoy til you can next share one together.

We’d love to see your results! Take a photo of your assembled card, or one you have received, and share your picture to the Rural Coffee Caravan Cascade of Kindness Facebook Group page! https://www.facebook.com/groups/885597545214906/
We will meet again...

"Hello, is it tea you’re looking for?"

A cuppa for my ‘best-tea’...

This could be the start of a brew-tiful friendship!

Nice tea meet you!

BREW CAN DO IT!
We will meet again...

cuppa for a friend card

cut out chosen greeting and stick here

Design by www.ruralcoffeecaravan.org.uk

design #5
Cut around this mug shape and flaps, fold the flaps inwards and glue them to the printed and cut out card on page one, leaving the top of the mug open.

Once the glue has dried and your card is assembled tuck your chosen tea-bag inside, pop in an envelope, & gift to a friend to enjoy til you can next share one together.

We’d love to see your results! Take a photo of your assembled card, or one you have received, and share your picture to the Rural Coffee Caravan Cascade of Kindness Facebook Group page! https://www.facebook.com/groups/885597545214906/

design #5
Nice tea meet you!

BREW CAN DO IT!

We will meet again...

“Hello, is it tea you’re looking for?”

A cuppa for my ‘best-tea’...

This could be the start of a brew-tiful friendship!

design #5